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 Jason Colville is a well-established, Canadian-based designer and developer, whose portfolio is solid from web to print and mobile to software, and who has been helping companies get things done since 2003. Jason has over 9 years of experience as a designer and developer, and works with clients in all walks of life, including Fon, Google, The Globe and Mail, Thomson Reuters, Walt Disney World,
Aeria Games, the Ontario Ministry of Tourism, BMO Bank of Montreal and more.I’ve been making and selling hand-made necklaces since 2014, when I began my journey as a jewelry maker. I’ve been lucky to have had a few residencies here and there, and received a few awards. I currently sell my pieces through my etsy shop, mrswhinyimpractical. In the past I’ve done metalsmithing, commissioned
silver work, and art. I’ve done medical illustration, product photography, and design work for my mom’s business. I love the idea of a handcrafted item, and can happily find time to complete one. I’m a confident person, and love the fact that I’m able to do all the work myself.The present invention relates to a color-gradation-reducing device for reducing color-gradation in a color image due to the use
of such photographic elements as a color negative film and a color print paper which are composed of a number of color filters. It is known that color-images recorded on a color negative film are formed with yellow, magenta and cyan colorants and that color print papers are formed with cyan, magenta and yellow colorants. Thus, an area of blue in the color image formed on the color negative film is

converted into an area of cyan in the color image formed on the color print paper, and an area of red is converted into an area of magenta. However, due to the inherent characteristic of a photographic element, such as a color negative film or a color print paper, there is a tendency that the colors of respective areas of the image are converted as such, and that the color tone of the image is shifted
towards the red side or the green side. Such color-gradation in the image is called a color-gradation phenomenon. In order to avoid such color-gradation, therefore, it has been proposed to use a device which automatically adjusts the exposure of each 520fdb1ae7
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